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Dear Canpals,  
 

Our bank is an established organisation and carrying out its functions on a predetermined policies. 

Bank cannot run on the whims and fancies of individual which would be dangerous in long run and would 

result in generating  " Yes Boss". 

We are carrying out the promotion process on a Long term promotion policy to be practiced for three years 

and on expiry of three years, the agreement would be redrawn and will be signed with CBOA. 

As per the existing policy,  

1. Officers completed three years as on every march 31st would be eligible to undergo the promotion test. 

2. In case the the officers are not to the tune of three times of the vacancies, one year relaxation will be 

given. 

Kindly understand 

1. We announced 1400 vacancies and there was no need to relax as the eligible candidates were more than 

three times. 

Neither the bank nor the cboa can imagine that the officers would not pass in sufficient number at the time 

of announcing. 

We can't violate the policy as it would open the chance for somebody to go to court and stall the entire 

process. 

2. What would happen if more people have passed? 

3. There are direct recruited officers belong to 2009 batch still remain as scale 1 when their batch mates 

passed the the 2 to 3 exam. 

If they demand to stop adding new batch, till they are promoted what would happen to new batch who 

complete three years? 

4. Where is the assurance that all the eligible officers would be promoted? 
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We have incorporated lots of relaxation in the last promotion policy. 

1. We removed negative marks. 

2. We reduced the weightage to interview and APAS as there could be manipulations. 

3. We introduced the interchange of vacancies. 

4. We introduced to absorb from the waiting list incase of reversion after promotion. 

5. We moderated the impact of rigour. 

Dear brothers, in the modern competitive world, it is not the size matters but intelligence matters. 

In the progressive world, No Organization will accept the proposal to reduce the eligible mark to promote 

people instead they would introduce some strict action on the failed candidates. 

Let's not forget that SBI was having a policy of imposing permanent bar, in case a candidate fails thrice in the 

promotion test. 

6. Youths are moving up, the pace of opening branches is reduced, recategorisation of the branches is 

introduced, technology is taking the front seat to reduce the human presence, out sourcing is encouraged in 

banking too, non cash transactions are encouraged, footfalls in the branches are reduced and business is also 

not being built up. 

All the above factors would reduce the vacancies in the future. 

BOI already introduced five years to become Scale 1 to 2 as a response to the demand of direct recruited 

senior officers of 2009 -10 batch who were not promoted. 

Youth must gear up their knowledge base by understanding the reality in front of them. 

Nevertheless, any worthwhile suggestion will be studied to incorporate when policy is amended next. 

All the best 

Manimaran G V    

                      

 


